
STEM/STEAM 
The Engineering Design Process 

Our easy to use, hands-on Kite Kits inspire
and engage anyone who participates. 
 Kites and Kiting are a natural fit for
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts
and Math, and applying the Engineering
Design Process for any age. From a
simple one day activity to a longer Unit,
the sky is the limit for how you can
integrate our Kite Kits! 

K to 12
Out of school
Youth Groups
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This Guidebook is designed to help educators use Kites to integrate
the Engineering Design Concepts that are at the heart of STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) approach to
learning. We think it's just right for teachers who are just starting out
with STEM/STEAM learning, AND for teachers with years of practice! 

Gentle Breezes,

Kirsten Tschofen 
Kites in the Classroom
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W e founded Kites in the Classroom because we wanted to
bring the joy of Kiting to the world through our easy-to-
use Kite Kits, and provide a fun, hands on activity,
accessible to all ages and abilities, where ever you are. 
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Subject: STEM/STEAMGrades: 4 - 12 Engineering Design Process

Part 1:
Students Decorate, Assemble and Fly their Kites. Our Kite Kits are easy to use and come
with everything you need. Or you can provide your own materials and model. Order Kite
Kits at kitesintheclassroom.com
Part 2:
Students apply the Engineering Design Process to identify a problem or need they   
 observed during any of the steps of this experience and design and test a solution.

Complete "Things that Bug Me" Brainstorm.*
Create a "Problem Statement" following this format 

 Brainstorm ideas.
Choose appropriate solution.

Use available materials and plan modifications to address the problem identified.

 Test the solution in "real life" practice that reflects the problem definition.
 Make observations, ask for feedback, analyze results against your goals.

Consider what to do to improve on the first attempt, and make adjustments. Repeat
as needed. 

In Part 1 students decorate, assemble and fly their kites (our Kite Kits come with a
Guidebook to help you plan this part of the lesson).

In Part 2 students reflect on their experience and apply the Engineering Design Process.

Step 1: Define the Problem 
1.
2.

   Who needs what because why: ___________ need(s) ____________ because _____________.
                                   See page 15 for problems to get students thinking. 

Step 2: Plan a Solution
1.
2.

Step 3: Make a Model
1.

Step 4: Test the Model
1.
2.

Step 5: Reflect and Redesign
1.

One Kite Kite per one 1-3
students.
Copies of Handouts included.
Materials students identify in
their design solutions.

Materials Needed:
1.

2.
3.

Apply the steps of the Engineering Design Process to
solve a real life problem.
  Students demonstrate: Creativity, collaboration,
problem-solving, making observations, analyzing data
and communicating findings.

Learning Objectives:
1.

2.

 UNIT PLAN
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Part 1: 1 to 2 periods Part 2: 4 to 6 periods



Decorating the Kite Kit
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Step 1 Define the Problem: Things that Bug Me

From your own perspective
Another person or group's perspective (for example, children younger than you,
people with smaller flying space etc)

After you have decorated, assembled and flown your kite think about your experience
and identify things that bugged you:
What did you find hard, what was awkward, what could just be better in each step:

NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________

Flying the Kite Kit

Assembling the Kite Kit

Decorating the Kite Kit

*The term "Things that Bug Me" comes from https://www.sciencebuddies.org/
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Step 1 Define the Problem: Problem Statement

Choose a problem from your list on "Things That Bug Me" you think you could solve.
Complete the Problem Statements for each step of the process.
Choose the final Problem for which you are going to Plan a Solution.

Now that you have identified a few different Needs, your next step is to create a Problem
Statement. 

Decorating the Kite Kit

NAME: ________________________ DATE:___________

Flying the Kite Kit Problem Statement

Assembling the Kite Kit Problem Statement

Decorating the Kite Kit Problem Statement

What is the problem or need? 

Who has the problem or need?

Why is it important to solve?

___________________________ need(s) _____________________________________________________

because _______________________________________________________________________________

What is the problem or need? 

Who has the problem or need?

Why is it important to solve?

What is the problem or need? 

Who has the problem or need?

Why is it important to solve?

___________________________ need(s) _____________________________________________________

because _______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________ need(s) _____________________________________________________

because _______________________________________________________________________________
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Step 2 Plan a Solution: Brainstorm Ideas

An important mindset in the Engineering Design Process is the idea that there will always
be more than one way to solve a problem.  It is your task to come up with as many possible
solutions as possible, and then choose the one that best suits your goals.

When you brainstorm include *all* your ideas. If you are working in a group it is especially
important that everyone contributes.  Often the solution will be found between all the
ideas.

Decorating the Kite Kit

NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________

Problem Statement: 

Brainstorm possible solutions for your problem statement:
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Step 2 Plan a Solution: Choose an Appropriate Solution

What is the problem or need?
Who has the problem or need?
Why is it important to solve?

Now that you have lots of ideas to solve the problem you identified you need to start
narrowing them down. 

Start by reviewing your problem statement.

Then think about the resources, skills, and time you have to implement your solution.
What other criteria will you use to help you chose the solution you will implement?

NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________

Solution 1Pros Cons

Solution 2Pros Cons

Solution 3Pros Cons
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Step 3 Make a Model: List Matierials

What materials do you need, and how will you get them.
What are the steps to make the changes you identified to solve your problem.
Make your new model!

Congratulations! You are succesfully implementing the Engineering Design Process used
by scientists and engineers around the world to solve big and little problems!

Now that you have considered the pros and cons of each potential solution, and chosen
the one you want to implement, you need to make your model. 

Think about:

NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________

Make your list of materials here, and share it with your teacher and whoever can help you
gather everything.  They can write feedback here too. 

MATERIAL (what, how much)                                                        WHO                                    WHEN
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Step 3 Make a Model: Reflection

NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________

Write about your experience creating your model here.

What went well?

What difficulties did you encounter?

How did you solve these new difficulties? 

What did you learn (about the Design Process, about what to do next time)?
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Step 4 Test the Model: Observations & Feedback

Now that you have created a model that solves the problem you identified, you are ready
to test it "in real life".  This means reviewing your Problem Statement and testing the
model with the audience you identified to see if it does solve the problem. 

NAME: ________________________ DATE:_____________

Write your observations and user feedback here:

What went well?

What difficulties did you encounter? Are there new problems?

Brainstorm ways you can address new problems or difficulties, or just improve your model.
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Step 5 Reflect & Redesign: Reflection

The most important thing to know about the Engineering Design Process is that it is
iterative. That means it is repeated over and over with big and little changes each time. 

In this step you will reflect about each step of the Engineering Design Process, and think
about what you would do next time to improve.

NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________

Step 1: Define the Problem

What went well?

What difficulties did you encounter? 

What would you do differently?

Step 2: Plan a Solution

What went well?

What difficulties did you encounter? 

What would you do differently?
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Step 5 Reflect & Redesign: Reflection

NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________

Step 3: Make a Model

What went well?

What difficulties did you encounter? 

What would you do differently?

Step 4: Test the Model

What went well?

What difficulties did you encounter? 

What would you do differently?
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 PROBLEMS TO GET YOU STARTED

Decorating the kite? Think about the material of the sled, the stickers,
and materials you used to decorate. 

With the assembly of the the kite? Think about the skills needed -
following instructions, tying knots, approximating half, using tape or
stickers etc. 

Launching the kite? (alone, or with a partner). Think about launching
from a stand still vs running, a stable lift, how high the kite rose. 

Flying the kite? Think about keeping it in the air, stability, getting
tangled with other kites, crash landings. 

Landing the kite? Think about getting the kite to land where you want,
tangled and twisted lines. 

Design a way to use a kite to perform a function or meet a need. 

What problems did you or others (of different ages and abilities) experience:
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NAME: ________________________ DATE:______________



Plan a
Solution

Define the
Problem

Test the
Model

Make a
Model

02

0304

 
Reflect and

Redesign

01

05
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Engineering
Design Process

 Creativity, collaboration and problem-solving,
asking questions, making observations,

analyzing data and communicating findings is
at the heart of the design process.    



 

Principles of  STEM/STEAM Activities 

Focus on real world issues and problems.

Follow the Engineering Design Process.

Apply art in real situations.

Immerse students in hands on inquiry.

Promote open ended exploration.

Involve students in productive teamwork.

Apply rigorous math and science content. 

Allow for multiple right answers.
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Focus on real world issues and problems.

Follow the Engineering Design Process.

Apply Art in real situations.

Immerse students in hands on inquiry.

Promote open ended exploration.

Involve students in productive teamwork.

Apply rigorous Math and Science content. 

Allow for multiple right answers.

Principles of
STEM/STEAM Activities



P R E P A R I N G  F O R  A S S E M B L Y

Your order will not arrive sorted
into individual Kite Kits.
We suggest laying the materials
out on a table for easy collection.
Don't pass out the small dowels
until you are ready to use them.
The bridles get easily tangled.
Have a few people hand them
out individually.

M A T E R I A L S  F O R  D E C O R A T I O N

Dark felt pens or markers with
thick tips work best.
Wax crayons, paint, and pastels
can also be used after you have
assembled the kite. 
Cover your worksurface.
The designs must be large and
dark enough to be seen when
flying in the sky.

O T H E R  M A T E R I A L S

A sample kite, already assembled.

Copies of instructions & handouts.

Single hole punch (1 for 10 to 20

people).

Scissors.

A roll of hockey tape to replace

stickers (optional).

A S S E M B L Y  
( S E E  W E B S I T E  F O R  D E T A I L E D  I N S T R U C T I O N S )

STEP 1: Decorate the sail. 
STEP 2: Insert & secure the dowels.
STEP 3: Reinforce the bridle.
STEP 4: Add the bridle string.
STEP 5: Connect the kite line to the
bridle string.
STEP 6: Review Safety; Launch, Fly &
Land; Tips for Successful Flight.

Visit our website at kitesintheclassroom.com for step by step assembly instructions.

Assembly
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2. Hands-On Learning
Assemblying and flying kites provides  opportunities to  break complex
tasks into steps; plan and manage time; follow directions while being
creative; take risks; refine understanding through discussion and
explanation; give and receive feedback on performance; challenge
assumptions; and develop communication skills. 

Learning in Full Flight

Participants in Kiting activities develop a group identity through shared
experience and achievement; learn how to work together to solve
problems; pool knowledge and skills; share responsibilities and roles;
practice consideration towards others, and have fun together as they
create memories that last a lifetime. 

1.Group Building

At the simplest level Kiting provides a fun, hands-on activity accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. We have seen how the sky is the limit for integrating Kites into any group

activity from K to 12, Out of School Care, to Camps & Youth Organizations.
 

3. Problem-Based Learning
As anyone who has ever flown a kite knows, Kites provide a powerful
opportunity to learn by actively engaging in real-world and immediately
relevant problems, through exploration and risk-taking and problem-
solving.  These experiences develop skills that are transferable to real-world
scenarios and promotes learning that is more profound and durable. 

4. STEAM Learning
is an approach to learning that uses Science, Technology, Engineering,
the Arts and Mathematics for guiding student inquiry, dialogue and
critical thinking. A Kiting Activity or Unit of Inquiry is a fun and powerful
opportunity to  actively engage with these concepts and processes. 

5. Engineering Design Process

Kites provide an easy way to introduce and extend the principles of the
Engineering Design Process. Creativity, collaboration & problem-solving,

asking questions, making observations, analyzing data and
communicating findings is at the heart of the design process. 

Kiting is an easy activity for people of all ages to do outside. The feeling of
flying a kite high in the air, powered only by the wind is both exhilarating
and humbling. Kiters need to develop careful observation skills to notice
things like changes in wind speed and direction, and adapt to keep their
kite in the air. The feeling of being one with nature can't be beat. 

6. Connection with Nature
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